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SUMMARY

We present a deterministic parallel algorithm for the k–majority problem, that can be
used to find in parallel frequent items, i.e., those whose multiplicity is greater than a
given threshold, and is therefore useful in the context of iceberg queries and many other
different contexts. The algorithm can be used both in the on–line (stream) context and
in the off–line setting, the difference being that in the former case we are restricted to
a single scan of the input elements, so that verifying the frequent items that have been
determined is not allowed (e.g., network traffic streams passing through internet routers),
while in the latter a parallel scan of the input can be used to determine the actual k–
majority elements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first parallel algorithm
solving the proposed problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to state the k–majority problem, let us recall some basic definitions related to multiset
theory. [1].

Definition 1.1. A multiset is a pair (A,m), where A is some set, called the underlying set of
elements, and m : A → N is a function.

Definition 1.2. Let A ⊂ X be a multiset. The indicator function of A is

IA(x) =
{

m(x) x ∈ A
0 x /∈ A.

(1)

This definition generalizes that of indicator function in standard set theory, as a function
taking values in {0, 1}.
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2 M. CAFARO ET AL.

Corollary. The cardinality of A is expressed by

Card(A) =
∑

x∈X

IA(x). (2)

In the sequel, the set A will play the role of a finite input array, containing n elements.
The integer–valued function m, for each x ∈ A, will provide the multiplicity or number of
occurrences of x in A, i.e. mA

x ≡ m(x) = Card({i : A[i] = x}).
Our problem can now be stated formally as follows.

Definition 1.3. Given a multiset A of n elements, a k–majority element is an element x ∈ A
whose multiplicity m(x) is such that m(x) ≥ ⌊

n
k

⌋
+ 1.

Definition 1.4. k–Majority problem.
Input: An array A of n numbers.
Output: The set M =

{
x : m(x) ≥ ⌊

n
k

⌋
+ 1

}
.

For k = 2, the problem reduces to the well known majority problem [2, 3] [4]. Finding
frequent items, those whose multiplicity is greater than a given threshold, is referred to in the
literature as an iceberg query [5] [6] owing to the fact that the number of k–majority elements
is often very small (the tip of an iceberg), relative to the large amount of input data (the
iceberg). Another name for this kind of queries is hot list analysis [7].

Besides being important from a theoretical perspective, algorithms for this problem are
also extremely useful in practical contexts such as, for instance, in all the cases (such as
electronic voting) where a quorum of more than n/k of all the votes received is required for a
candidate to win; other good examples are related to the extraction of essential characteristics
of network traffic streams passing through internet routers such as frequency estimation of
internet packet streams [8] and monitoring internet packet to infer network congestion [9] [10].
Additional applications include market basket analysis in data mining [11] and analysis of web
query logs [12]. We note here that the class of applications considered here is characterized by
the condition k = O(1).

The problem is also relevant in Computational Linguistics, for instance in connection with
the estimation of the frequencies of specific words in a given language [13], or in all contexts
where a verification of the Zipf–Mandelbrot law is required [14] [15](theoretical linguistics,
ecological field studies [16], etc.).

The k–majority problem has been solved sequentially first by Misra and Gries [17]. In
their paper, it is shown how to solve it in time O(n log k). The basic idea is that given a
multiset, i.e., a set of elements with duplicates allowed (also called a bag), repeatedly deleting
k distinct elements from it until possible, leads to a k–reduced multiset containing exactly all
the elements of the initial multiset which are k–majority candidates. The data structure used
in the implementation of their algorithm is an AVL tree [18].

An optimal algorithm by Demaine et al., with worst-case complexity of O(n), was published
recently [8]. This deterministic algorithm called Frequent is, in practice, identical to the one
developed by Misra and Gries; however, through a better use of data structures (a doubly
linked list of groups to support decrementing a set of counters at once in constant time) it
achieves a complexity of O(n). Another algorithm was discovered independently by Karp et
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al. and published almost simultaneously [19]. This algorithm is, in turn, practically equivalent
to the one by Demaine et al. It is based on hashing operations and achieves the O(n) bound
on average. Since then, many other algorithms were developed to improve space requirements
etc.

Cormode and Hadjieleftheriou present in a very recent work [20] a survey of existing
algorithms, classifying them as either counter–based or sketch–based. The Frequent algorithm
belongs to the former class; LossyCounting [21] and SpaceSaving [22] are other notable
examples of counters–based algorithms. Among the sketch–based ones, we recall here
CountSketch [12] and CountMin [23]. In the concluding remarks, Cormode and Hadjieleftheriou
note that “In the distributed data case, different parts of the input are seen by different parties
(different routers in a network, or different stores making sales). The problem is then to find
items which are frequent over the union of all the inputs. Again due to their linearity properties,
sketches can easily solve such problems. It is less clear whether one can merge together multiple
counter–based summaries to obtain a summary with the same accuracy and worst–case space
bounds”.

In this paper, we deal with the strictly related parallel case and show how to merge in
parallel multiple counter–based summaries. We present a deterministic parallel algorithm for
the k–majority problem, in the context of message–passing architectures. The algorithm can be
used both in the on–line (stream) context and in the off–line setting, the difference being that
in the former case we are restricted to a single scan of the input elements, so that verifying
the frequent items that have been determined is not allowed (e.g., network traffic streams
passing through internet routers), while in the latter a parallel scan of the input can be used
to determine the actual k–majority elements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
parallel algorithm solving the problem.

This article is organized as follows. Our algorithm is presented in Section 2. We prove its
correctness in Section 3, analyze it and prove its cost–optimality for k = O(1) in Section 4.

2. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM

Given an input array A with n elements, let p be the number of processors we use in parallel.
The pseudocode of Algorithm 2.1 describes our parallel majority algorithm. The initial call is
ParallelFrequentItems(A,n, p).

The algorithm determines potential k–majority elements; it is worth recalling here that,
when dealing with streams, scanning the input elements again to verify if the candidates
found are actual k-majority elements is not permitted. However, in the off–line setting, the
Algorithm 2.3 can be used to verify in parallel the candidate elements.

The algorithm works as follows. The initial domain decomposition is done in steps 1–2. Each
processor determines the indices of the first and last element related to its block, by applying
a simple block distribution, in which each processor is responsible for either bn/pc or dn/pe
elements.

Then, each processor determines its local candidates and their corresponding weights in
step 3, by utilizing the well–known algorithm designed by Demaine et al. [8], shown in the
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pseudocode as the Frequent function. The weights are the values associated to the counters
greater than zero corresponding to the k–majority candidates determined.

The pair (local, weights) is used as input for the parallel reduction of step 4, whose purpose
is to determine global candidates for the whole array. This step is carried out by means of the
ParallelCandidateReductionOperator function, shown in the text as Algorithm 2.2.

At each step of the reduction, a processor receives as input from two other processes a
couple of multisets (arrays) containing respectively candidate elements and their weights. The
Algorithm 2.2 creates at the beginning two arrays X and Y containing respectively candidate
elements and their weights. This is done in steps 1–8. Then, a slightly modified version of the
Frequent algorithm is used to determine a set of candidates and their weights which are then
passed as input to another processor to continue the parallel reduction.

Our modified version of the Frequent algorithm is based on the fact that, for a given
candidate element in the array X, the corresponding entry in the array Y provides its weight,
which is used as the number of occurrences of the candidate element. We initialize the weights
and candidates arrays respectively in steps 9 and 10. The candidates array will be returned
as the output of the algorithm. Step 11 determines the length of both X and Y .

The for loop of step 12 scans the elements. We repeat the following operations until the
weight of the current element being examined is greater than zero in the while loop of step 13.
If the element being examined is not monitored by any counter and there is a counter available
to monitor it (i.e., a counter whose value is zero), then we assign the current element to the
available counter and update the candidate array which keeps track of the elements assigned
to the counters. This is done in steps 14–16.

If the current element being examined has been assigned to a counter c, then in steps
17–20 we increment this counter by the weight of the same element, reset the weight of the
current element to zero and keep track of the current minimum among the counters which are
monitoring elements. While in the original algorithm the occurrences of a particular element
are found one at a time, in our algorithm we know in advance that an element may occur at
most two times, one in the locali and one in the localj input arrays. Therefore, each time we
process an element, we can increment one–shot the counter in charge of monitoring it by the
corresponding number of occurrences, given by its weight. The minimum among the counters
is used when no counter is available.

In this case, all the k − 1 counters have been assigned to corresponding k − 1 candidate
elements. Therefore the current element being examined is the kth one. As in the original
algorithm, we need to decrement all the counters at once. However, in our case the decrement
depends on both the weight of the current element and the minimum among the counters we
have already determined. Owing to the fact that we can not let a counter’s value go negative, in
steps 21–26 we determine m, the minimum between the weight of the element being considered
and cm, the minimum among the counters. Then we decrement all the counters and the weight
of our current element by m. If a counter’s value reaches zero after the decrement, we also
update correspondingly the candidates array. Finally, the algorithm returns in step 29 both
the candidates and weights arrays.

Assuming that at the end of the parallel reduction the processor whose rank is zero holds the
result of the parallel reduction, steps 5–6 carried out by the processor with rank zero either
return the set of potential k–majority elements or the empty set. If the verification of the
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candidates is allowed, i.e. we are dealing with the off–line setting, the Algorithm 2.3 can be
used to verify the candidates in parallel. Each processor determines the number of occurrences
of the global candidates in its local sub–array in step 3. Finally, the processors engage in
a parallel sum reduction in step 4 to determine counts, an array containing the number of
occurrences of the global candidates for the whole array A.

Again, assuming that at the end of this parallel sum reduction the processor whose rank is
zero holds the result, steps 5–11 carried out by the processor with rank zero either output a
set containing the k–majority elements of A or the empty set. We initialize frequent in step
6 to an empty set; this is the set that will be returned as the final output of our algorithm.
Steps 7–10 update frequent depending on the test counts[e] > n/k.

Algorithm 2.1: ParallelFrequentItems
Input: A, an array; n, the length of A; p, the number of processors
Output: an array containing k–majority candidate elements
/* The n elements of the input array A are distributed to the p processors

so that each one is responsible for either bn/pc or dn/pe elements; let
left and right be respectively the indices of the first and last element
of the sub-array handled by the process with rank id */

left ← bid n/pc;1

right ← b(id + 1) n/pc − 1;2

/* determine local candidates */
local, weights ← Frequent(A, left, right);3

/* determine the global candidates for the whole array */
global ← ParallelCandidateReduction(local, weights);4

/* we assume here that the processor with rank 0 holds the final result of
the parallel reduction */

if id == 0 then5

return global;6

3. PROOF OF ALGORITHM’S CORRECTNESS

The correctness of the algorithm rests on the following Lemmas and Theorem.
Let cAi

j , 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 2 be the local k–majority candidates in the subset (sub–array) Ai,
consisting of ei elements, analyzed by the processor pi, whose rank, denoted by id, satisfies
the inequalities 0 ≤ id ≤ p − 1. Let mAi

j ≡ m(cAi
j ) denote the multiplicity of cAi

j ∈ Ai. Let
also γi denote the cardinality (or length of the sub–array) of Ai and n =

∑
i γi the cardinality

of A =
⊎

i Ai. Here the ] operator denotes the join operation [1], which is the sum of the
multiplicity functions as follows: IA]B(x) = IA(x) + IB(x).

From the block distribution used for the initial domain decomposition, it follows that

ei = b(id + 1) n/pc − bid n/pc . (3)
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Algorithm 2.2: ParallelCandidateReductionOperator
Input: locali and localj , arrays of local candidate elements for processors pi and pj ;

weightsi and weightsj , arrays containing the weights of the candidates in locali,
localj ; ni and nj , the lengths of the previous arrays

Output: arrays containing k–majority candidate elements and their weights
/* create the array X containing the elements in locali, localj and the

array Y containing the weights in weightsi, weightsj */
for z = 0 to ni-1 do1

put locali[z] in X;2

put weightsi[z] in Y ;3

end4

for z = 0 to nj-1 do5

put localj [z] in X;6

put weightsj [z] in Y ;7

end8

/* the weights array will contain k − 1 counters */
Initialize the weights array to zero;9

/* the candidates array will contain the elements associated to the
counters */

initialize the candidates array;10

l = ni + nj ;11

for z = 0 to l − 1 do12

while Y [z] > 0 do13

if X[z] is not monitored by any counter and some counter is zero then14

let X[z] be the monitored element of that counter;15

update as needed the candidates array;16

if X[z] is the monitored element of a counter c then17

c = c + Y [z];18

Y [z] = 0;19

cm = minimum among the counters’ values;20

else21

m = minimum between Y [z] and cm;22

decrement every counter by m;23

if a counter is zero then24

update as needed the candidates array;25

Y [z] = Y [z]−m;26

end27

end28

return candidates, weights;29
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Algorithm 2.3: ParallelVerify
Input: A, an array; n, the length of A; p, the number of processors; candidates, an array

containing the k–majority candidates
Output: a set containing the k–majority elements of A
/* The n elements of the input array A are distributed to the p processors

so that each one is responsible for either bn/pc or dn/pe elements; let
left and right be respectively the indices of the first and last element
of the sub-array handled by the process with rank id */

left ← bid n/pc;1

right ← b(id + 1) n/pc − 1;2

/* determine the occurrences of the global candidates */
multiplicities ← Occurrences(A, candidates, left, right);3

/* determine the occurrences for the whole array */
counts ← ParallelSumReduction(multiplicities);4

/* we assume here that the processor with rank 0 holds the final result of
the parallel reduction */

if id == 0 then5

frequent = ∅;6

foreach e in candidates do7

if counts[e] > n/k then8

put e in frequent;9

end10

return frequent;11

Lemma 3.1. Let x ∈ A be an element such that mAi
x ≤ n/(p k), ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}. Then,

the element x can not be a k–majority element.

Proof. Indeed,
p−1∑

i−0

mAi
x 6 n

k
<

n

k
+ 1. (4)

Lemma 3.2. Given an array A of n elements and 2 ≤ k ≤ n, there are at most k− 1 distinct
k–majority elements.

Proof. By contradiction, assume that there are k distinct k–majority elements. It follows that
the array A must contain at least k (bn/kc+ 1) elements. Since bn/kc+ 1 > n/k, we deduce
that k (bn/kc+ 1) > k (n/k) = n, thus contradicting the hypothesis that Card(A) = n.

Definition 3.1. The weight wr(ci) of a candidate element ci is the number of its occurrences
after that the parallel reduction process has been performed r times.
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In what follows, we will omit the superscript r if it is not necessary to specify the iteration
we are considering.

Following the notation and terminology in [8], given an array A, suppose that a candidate
ci is read tf times when other counters are full, and ti times when the candidate is already
assigned a counter. Therefore, the value of the counter associated to ci is t = tf + ti. Finally,
let td denote the number of times that the counter assigned to ci is decremented as another
value is read. We deduce that

w(ci) = ti − td.

Since a counter never goes negative, w(ci) ≥ 0. In [8], the following inequality has been proved:

w(ci) > 0. (5)

This inequality is sufficient to prove the correctness of the sequential algorithm Frequent.
However, we propose here a refinement of the simple estimation given in equation (5), that
might be useful.

Theorem 3.3. For any sub–array Aq(q = 0, ..., p − 1), of cardinality γq, given a k–majority
element ci ∈ Aq, we have the following estimation:

min w(ci) ≥ O(ci)−
⌊

γq − (O(ci) + k − 2)
k − 1

⌋
. (6)

Proof. It is easy to ascertain that, in a given sub–array Aq, a counter associated to a given k–
majority element ci is decremented maximally if in the data stream all the remaining elements
are distinct. Let us prove first this case, that corresponds to the equality in (6). Assume, for
instance, that the element fills a counter, with occurrences O(ci). The other k − 2 counters
will also be filled by the first k− 2 elements read from the stream. The first of the subsequent
elements will decrease by one all the counters, so that k − 2 of them go to zero, and will be
filled by other k−2 distinct elements. This process will be repeated a number of times exactly
equal to the number ϕ of (k − 1)–ples we can construct from the elements distinct from the
element, i.e.

ϕ =
⌊

γq − (O(ci) + k − 2)
k − 1

⌋
.

This proves the equality in (6), in the considered case. The inequality follows a fortiori in all
the other cases.

In particular, let us consider the particular case when we have a unique array A and
O(ci) =

⌊
n
k

⌋
+ 1. This corresponds to the minimal number of occurrences necessary in order

to ensure the existence of a k–majority element.
The previous Theorem 3.3 provides the interesting estimation:

min w(ci) ≥
⌊n

k

⌋
+ 1−

⌊
n− ⌊

n
k

⌋

k − 1
− 1

⌋
. (7)

This formula contains the proof of [8], due to the next result.
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Lemma 3.4. For any n, k ∈ N, with k ≥ 2, the following inequality holds

⌊n

k

⌋
+ 1−

⌊
n− ⌊

n
k

⌋

k − 1
− 1

⌋
> 0. (8)

Proof. Put
⌊

n
k

⌋
= n

k + d, with 0 < d < 1. We get

min w(ci) ≥ n

k
+ d + 1−

⌊
n− n

k − d

k − 1
− 1

⌋
=

n

k
+ d + 1−

⌊
n

k
− d

k − 1
− 1

⌋
,

which is strictly greater than zero for k ≥ 2.

Consequently, we have proven that

min w(ci) ≥ 1, (9)

which is equivalent to the statement of correctness of the algorithm Frequent of [8].

Theorem 3.5. Algorithm 2.1 correctly determines k–majority candidate elements.

Proof. Assume now that at least one majority element exist. Once the initial data stream has
been distributed to all p processors, and given a specific sub–array Ai, the algorithm assigns
to it k− 1 counters a1, . . . ak−1. The value of a counter ai is incremented by one if the element
being considered is equal to the candidate element associated to the counter, otherwise all the
counters are decremented by one. This is clearly equivalent to deleting k distinct elements,
whenever is possible.

If an element ci is of k–majority, after deleting k distinct elements, it is still a k–majority
element in the reduced block it belongs to. Indeed, to prove this simple statement, consider
the case when the occurrences of the k–majority element in a block Aq of cardinality γq are
minimal, i.e. O(ci) =

⌊γq

k

⌋
+ 1. After deleting k distinct elements, the occurrences of ci are

decremented by one, i.e. O(ci) =
⌊γq

k

⌋
=

⌊
γq−k

k

⌋
+1, namely ci is of k–majority in the reduced

block, containing now γq − k elements. The same property holds when the occurrences O(ci)
are not minimal.

Now consider the rth step of the parallel reduction; this amounts to merging into a new
multiset Ar different reduced multisets Ar

0, A
r
1, . . ., each of them provided by the parallel

reduction process, such that
w]
i
Ar

i = Ar. Here A0 ≡ A and w = p
2r .

The occurrences of the elements being considered in the rth step are equal to the
weights wr(ci) provided by the sequential algorithm. The ParallelCandidateReductionOperator
combines intermediate results, and still removes k–ples of distinct elements across the new sub–
arrays generated by the parallel reduction.

Observe that Lemma 3.1 is equivalent to saying that there exists at least one sub–array in
which the element ci is of k–majority, if it is globally (namely for the initial input stream of
data) a k–majority element. Therefore, after the first step of the parallel reduction, ci is again
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of k–majority in at least one of the sub–arrays resulting by merging pairwise the reduced bags
corresponding to each processor. Iterating the steps of the parallel reduction, we arrive at a
final reduced bag. Since Lemma 3.1 still holds, the candidate ci must necessarily appear in the
final bag, i.e. its related counter does not go to zero. This completes the proof.

There are several similar ways to prove the Theorem 3.5. This one seems to us the quickest
one.

4. ANALYSIS

In this Section, we derive the parallel complexity of Algorithm 2.1. At the beginning of the
ParallelFrequentItems algorithm, the workload is balanced by using a block distribution;
this is done in steps 1–2 with two simple assignments. Therefore, the complexity of the initial
domain decomposition is O(1). Determining local candidates in step 3 by using the Frequent
algorithm requires O(n/p) time since the complexity of this algorithm is linear in the number
of its input elements.

The ParallelCandidateReductionOperator function, shown in the text as Algorithm 2.2, is
used internally in the parallel reduction step. The complexity of this algorithm can be derived
as follows. A processor receives as input from two processors their arrays of candidate elements
and the corresponding arrays of weights. By Lemma 3.2, the size of each array of candidate
elements is at most k − 1. It follows that the size of the arrays X and Y constructed in steps
1–8 is at most 2(k − 1) = O(k) and this is also the time required to build the arrays.

Initializing the candidates and weights array requires O(k); it can even be done in O(1)
time by using the data structure described in [24]. However, in our case a worst case
complexity of O(k) for this initialization step does not changes the overall complexity of the
ParallelCandidateReductionOperator function. Computing the length of X and Y (step 11)
requires O(1), and determining the candidate elements and their weights requires in the worst
case O(k).

Indeed, in Algorithm 2.2 we slightly modify the original Frequent algorithm. We take
advantage of the fact that, for each element appearing in X, we can process in at most two
steps its occurrences, which are stored in Y. We also note that a given element may appear in
X at most twice, since it can appear at most once in both locali and localj , owing to the fact
that locali and localj are the output of the Frequent algorithm.

The algorithm works exactly as the original one, but in our case, when we process an element
in X, we can increment a counter by the corresponding amount of occurrences stored in Y. All
the steps inside the while loop can be done in O(1) time. In particular, decrementing all the
counters and keeping track of the minimum among the counters can be done in O(1) by using
the same data structure described in [8] (counters are stored in sorted order using a differential
encoding).

We now prove the following statement.

Lemma 4.1. The while loop of step 13 is executed at most twice.
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Proof. Either the weight of the current element is reset to zero in the first iteration, when
there is an available counter in charge of monitoring it, or, if no counter is available, all the
counters and the weight are decremented by m. Therefore, if m is equal to the weight of the
current element, then the weight of the current element is reset to zero in the first iteration.
Otherwise, at least one counter has been reset to zero after the decrement operation and will
be available to monitor the element in the second iteration.

Consequently, since each iteration requires in the worst case at most O(1) time, and by
Lemma 4.1 the while loop is executed at most O(1) times, it follows that the overall complexity
of the while loop is at most O(1) time. The for loop of step 12 is executed, as already stated,
at most 2(k− 1) = O(k) times. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 2.2 is at most O(k) to
determine the candidate elements and their corresponding weights, which are then passed on
to another processor to continue the reduction in parallel.

Owing to the fact that the ParallelCandidateReductionOperator function is called in each
step of the parallel reduction and its complexity is O(k), the overall complexity of the parallel
reduction executed in step 4 of Algorithm 2.1 is O(k log p) (using, for instance, a Binomial
Tree [25] or even a simpler Binary Tree). Therefore, the parallel complexity of Algorithm 2.1
to determine k–majority candidates is O(n/p + k log p). Since the class of applications we are
targeting is characterized by the property k = O(1), we are now in the position to state the
following Lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Algorithm 2.1 is cost–optimal for k = O(1).

Proof. Cost–optimality requires by definition p Tp = T1 asymptotically, where T1 represents
the time spent on one processor (sequential time) and Tp the time spent on p processors.
The sequential algorithm requires O(n), and the parallel complexity of our algorithm when
k = O(1) is O(n/p + log p). It follows from the definition that the algorithm is cost–optimal
for n = Ω(p log p).

We now analyze isoefficiency and scalability. The sequential algorithm has complexity O(n);
the parallel overhead is To = p Tp − T1. In our case, To = p (n/p + k log p) − n = k p log p.
The isoefficiency relation [26] is then n ≥ k p log p). Finally, we derive the scalability function
of this parallel system [27].

This function shows how memory usage per processor must grow to maintain efficiency at a
desired level. If the isoefficiency relation is n ≥ f(p) and M(n) denotes the amount of memory
required for a problem of size n, then M(f(p))/p shows how memory usage per processor must
increase to maintain the same level of efficiency.

Indeed, in order to maintain efficiency when increasing p, we must increase n as well, but
on parallel computers the maximum problem size is limited by the available memory, which is
linear in p. Therefore, when the scalability function M(f(p))/p is a constant C, the parallel
algorithm is perfectly scalable; C p represents the limit for scalable algorithms. Beyond this
point, an algorithm is not scalable (from this point of view).

In our case the function describing how much memory is used for a problem of size n is
given by M(n) = n. Therefore, M(f(p))/p = O(k log p) with f(p) given by the isoefficiency
relation. When the property k = O(1) holds, correspondingly the scalability function becomes
O(log p).
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We analyze now Algorithm 2.3 and derive its parallel complexity. The initial domain
decomposition done in steps 1–2 requires O(1) time. Then, we verify the number of occurrences
of the global candidate found in each sub–array. In step 3 we first construct an hash table
containing the candidate elements by using Cuckoo Hashing [28], and then we do a linear
scan, checking if the current element being examined belongs to the Cuckoo hash table in
O(1). Indeed, this data structure provides us with guaranteed worst case constant lookup
time; building the hash table requires expected O(k) time. Therefore, the complexity of this
step is, O(k + n/p). All the processors engage in a parallel sum reduction (step 4), whose
complexity is O(k log p), to determine the total number of occurrences for all the candidate
elements present in the whole input array.

The processor whose rank is zero determines sequentially the set of k–majority elements.
We initialize the frequent set in O(1) time as an empty set in step 6. The for loop of steps
7–10 simply inserts an element into frequent if its occurrences are greater than n/k. Finally,
we output the frequent set in step 11.

It follows that the overall average parallel complexity of the verify algorithm is O(n/p +
k log p). However, for k = O(1), this reduces to worst–case O(n/p + log p), since (i) we
do not need to use a Cuckoo hash table to determine the occurrences of the candidate
elements in a local sub–array, (ii) the parallel reduction requires O(log p) time and (iii)
constructing the frequent set can be done in O(1) time. Consequently, owing to the fact that
for k = O(1) Algorithm 2.3 shares the same complexity of Algorithm 2.1, its cost–optimality
follows immediately.
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